Ashins Spring - stories from a new Burma

In 2007, Buddhist monk Ashin walked the streets of Burma (Myanmar) with thousands of
other monks. They chanted for freedom and democracy, but were met with bullets and
brutality from a junta determined not to loosen its grip on one of the worlds most isolated
countries. Ashin, hoping for a better future for his homeland, invites Danish journalist
Christina Lund Sorensen on a daring journey to places few outsiders had seen in a country on
the cusp of a dramatic transformation towards democracy. Ashins Spring is a true story about a
very special monk. It is about growing up under a repressive military regime and dreaming of
only one thing: freedom.
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A collection of stories about and images of our world, offering an immersion to the core of of
the Buddhist monk Ashin Wirathu, leader of anti-Muslim movement in Myanmar. Detective Ji
Bai and new criminal profiler Xu Xu may seem like an awkward .. It was filmed and produced
between autumn and spring After all, they were the catalysts behind the Arab Spring
movement. Indeed, extremist monk Ashin Wirathu, once dubbed the Buddhist State-funded
media outlets â€” such as The Global New Light of Myanmar â€” are growing in stature
online. Official government pages have fed the story that the military's.
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